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The 3 Accusation and Rejection Links

LINK 1

THE DESIGNATION OF EPPF AS A TERRORIST BY THE

REGIME OF ETHIOPIA

Ethiopian regime designated EPPF as a Terrorist

The terminated Channel of EPPF by repeated copyright claim of the

National television of Ethiopia

Due to the Amnesty of the brutal regime required to report within 6

months, but  Eppf rejected the Amnesty , the above links are  still relevant.

THE main points of this videos

· The Ethiopian regime labeled EPPF as a terrorist organization

· The regime accused that these parties, EPPF,OLF and ONLF make

alliance to terrorize the people of Ethiopia

https://youtu.be/WvxR0qa5qiY
https://youtu.be/f6V_FwdJ8sY?list=PL7B5A2DAA1E547959&t=265
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpSh1qu_Hri7XSS9B2qMJvw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCpSh1qu_Hri7XSS9B2qMJvw
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
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· The Ethiopian regime designated EPPF , OLF and ONLF as

terrorist organizations

· The regime accused them that they have anti- Ethiopia agenda

· The regime stated that the propagandas of EPPF are anti Ethiopia

· All propagandas from Asmara is part of this conspiracy with EPPF

.

· The regime accused these organizations are sponsored by Shabia

to terrorize the people of Ethiopia

· There is clearly the image of Professor Muse Tegegne, who is the

founder and head of EPPF and the instructor our Mobile

University, accused him and his followers as terrorist in this video.

· The regime said that they have gotten reliable evidence about the

conspiracy of these organizations

· These organizations have been accused by the regime,for

fabricating psychological propagandas. Especial EPPF

EPPF - G7 Treacherous & fictitious Unity with EPPF in Asmara

This video explains how other fronts are trying to use the name of EPPF.

Especially in Ethiopia the coalition of Ginbot 7 and EPPF is widely spread.

http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
https://youtu.be/KzM5NDtL0IE
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
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Ginbot 7 deceived the people by Treacherous and fictitious unity. The host

of this video is professor Musse Tegegn himself. The main points are:- EPPF
has not unified with Ginbot 7, Such forcing of Shabia to unify EPPF with

other fronts is one of the reasons that makes EPPF to leave Eritrea. Since

2008 EPPF is struggling in Ethiopia not Eritrea. EPPF is struggling in the

righteous way and the endurance of the fighters are getting higher and

higher. Now even those who were criticizing EPPF are fabricating that they

make alliance with EPPF. Due to the Eritrean regime can’t do anything

even for its own people EPPF don’t expect the freedom of Ethiopia will be

through Eritrea. Shabia sold some freedom fighters of EPPF to the enemy

when EPPF was in Eritrea. Furthermore, the professor describes about the

former pleasured unifications which balkanized by Shabia itself. Finally, he

urged to all Ethiopians who struggle for the liberation of Ethiopia, not to be

fooled by the Eritrean regime anymore

LINK 2

Amnesty proclamation Ethiopia 1096/2018

Article 7, 4 stated that to be the beneficiary of the amnesty one must

reported within 6 months, by attending personally, by sending someone

http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://ethiopianlawgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/pardon-proclamation-1.pdf
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who have the power of attorney , by phone, email, by post, by electronic

system or by other reporting method.

Article 7,5 Do not reporting within 6 months considered as rejection and

those who do not reported cannot be a beneficiary of the Amnesty.

July 13, 2010 Ethiopian Calendar or

July 20, 2018 G.C

Attorney General Berhanu Tsegaye Press: Ethiopian parliament
approves amnesty proclamation

Press Statement by Attorney General Berhanu Tsegaye: Ethiopian

parliament approves amnesty for politicians – who will be the beneficiary

of the Amnesty

Main Points

● The Attorney General explained a the amnesty bill meaning

● The Attorney General stated that who get the amnesty are criminals

● He has listed type of activities that deserve the amnesty

● He said that the amnesty is for crimes that have committed before

June 7,2018

Since 25th minute of the video

● The Attorney General explained how to report the acceptance of the

Amnesty

● The Attorney General warns that those who do not report within 6

months, consider as rejection, thus, will not be beneficiary of the

amnesty

LINK 3

https://youtu.be/5W9PwknrHII
https://youtu.be/5W9PwknrHII
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EPPF REJECT THE AMNESTY OF ETHIOPIAN REGIME

EPPF communique 2008.03 Rejecting the Amnesty General

declared TPLF regime in Ethiopia

EPPF Rejects the so-called "Amnesty General" declared by the Ethiopian

regime in Addis Ababa on 11th-hour of its existence on July 20, 2018.

EPPF will continue its struggle up unto the demise and eradication of

ethnocentrism and apartheid from Ethiopia!

EPPF the last twenty years has been fighting to eradicate from Ethiopia-

famine, mass exile, land grabbing, wanton killing, disease, Ethnic clashes,

media censoring, press sabotaging, and the totality of 24 plagues that

destroyed Ethiopia today.

EPPF from   1998-2008 has struggled to make Eritrea its basis. The terrorist

regime of Eritrea making a secret strategic alliance with the TPLF regime in

Ethiopia has committed a heinous crime against our front. By obstructing

the struggle of

EPPF has proved to be an ally of TPLF regime in Ethiopia. EPPF leaving

Eritrea for good has continued its struggle inside Ethiopia supported by

other friendly nations.

Today, the new Premier Abiy regime and its empty promises have served

TPLF to fulfil its objectives. TPLF minority regime demonstrating a

symbolic exchange without bringing any systemic structural lasting change

in Ethiopia.

In Ethiopia, the TPLF established politics of hate is destroying the lives of

many innocent citizens in different Bantustan regions established in the

last 27 years.

TPLF regime has been naming the true liberators wrongly as “terrorist”

movements. Since June 2006 EPPF has been named by such fake

denomination to this day.. However, EPPF is struggling for the true

liberation of Ethiopia.

EPPF fully rejects the recent blind amnesty of July 23, 2018 N° 1096/2010

declared by the regime in its 11th hour of existence.

EPPF works in Ethiopia to bring the following seven basic systemic

changes: -

https://youtu.be/_p8_yot0ZSU
https://youtu.be/_p8_yot0ZSU
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
http://eppf.net/
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The establishment of the original flag without any star in the middle only

green, yellow and red;

Deliver power to the people;

Give land to the tiller

Eradicate Racism;

Abolish Ethnicism;

Establish Ethiopianism as the New Paradigm

Give justice to the people, by bringing to tribunal the TPLF and EPRDF

officials that by abusing power killed, tortured, declared ethnical cleansing,

and made millions to forced exile.

Victory to the People!

Our unity is our strength!

Long Live Ethiopia!

EPPF

The demonstrations of EPPF in front of Ethiopian

Embassy to Reject the Amnesty of the brutal regime of

Ethiopia

On 25:09:2018 and 17:08:2018

Anti PM Abiy regimes Amnesty  Protest Friday 17 August 2018

Demonstration Against Ethiopian Regime
https://youtu.be/5B1LdXydkR0?t=3471

● Information from lifos  Amnesty resulted in the release of tens of

thousands of political prisoners, but new political prisoners

continued to be arrested by police (Lifos number: 42083, page 12).

http://eppf.net/
https://youtu.be/5B1LdXydkR0
https://www.facebook.com/senait.tesfahun.351/videos/308295463323732/
https://youtu.be/5B1LdXydkR0?t=3471
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● The country information also shows that the activities of Ethiopian

citizens on the Internet are monitored by the authorities. This

includes activities on Facebook, Youtube and blogs. The land

information also reports that people who the Ethiopian authorities

perceive as being critically critical, are arrested, detained and

harassed. There are also reports that testify to torture of people who

are perceived as critical to the incumbent regime (Lifos number:

40768, p. 13-14).

Some of my participation links

MY FACEBOOK PAGE

TPLF minority Regime, if lost power in Ethiopia, would secede Tigrean

region ?

Date: - Sep 6, 2017

Duration:-7:57,

Topic: - TPLF minority Regime, if lost power in Ethiopia, would secede

Tigrean region ?

I have forwarded my argument on the debate, I have said that: I believe Tplf want to

secede the region if they lost power but it is not possible. Even though,since they were

rebel Tplf wasn’t

accept to work with anyone who had consolidation of principles and beliefs

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006982814708
https://youtu.be/dsQ7KXNmFaM?t=472
https://youtu.be/dsQ7KXNmFaM?t=472
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about Ethiopia. Tplf had a jingoism policy on the Tigray region. They can not secede the

region. The people still want to live together, the 27 years plague can not win

Ethiopianity. The people refused to accept the federation of Tplf which is very close to

confederation. Therefore, TPLF minority Regime, if lost power in Ethiopia, couldn’t

secede the Tigrean region ?

Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 30 Mars 2018.12

Duration: - 1:33:45 -

Topic: - The nomination of new Premier in Ethiopia in 2018 - Could bring a

lasting structural change and a pacification of the Protest in Ethiopia ?

I have forwarded my argument on the debate, I have said that: -   It is absurd to expect

structural change by changing puppet PM. The problem of Ethiopia is beyond one PM.

The corrupt structure of the regime is the one that plagues the nation.  To appoint

whoever from 100% one party dominated parliament does make any change. All the

members of the parliament are criminals. They have corrupted the wealth of the

country, they have detained  and tortured innocent civilians, they commited the crime of

extrajudicial  killings of thousands of the ethiopian youths. Therefore, the removal of the

regime is the only way to bring structural changes.

Ethiopianism.tv News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 26 Jan 2018.4

Duration: - 6:01 -

Topic: - Could a protest like Woldia will contribute to the eventual regime

collapse? Or, Ethiopia needs a country wide revolt to bring the demise of

TPLF?

I have explained my argument on the debate, I have said that: - We need a countrywide

revolution to overthrow the racist regime because the conspiracy of the racist woyane

regime makes us not feel the wound of our brothers, but the wounds of our brothers are

our pain. The brutal regime is plaguing the whole nation, not only some provinces. We

have protested the regime for several years, but the atrocities are increasing, just only by

the lack of our unity. We can mention the uprising of 2005 for this, we have lost several

https://youtu.be/iCNXuMqwbKI?t=5623
https://youtu.be/kEnHQbN4i8I?t=401
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of our brothers and sisters but still, the butcher regime is on the power. We are the

bravest people in Africa, but we still can’t remove minorities because we don’t have

unity. All our protest and uprisings are separated, we are watching the Addis Ababa

protest alone then the protest of Oromia alone then the protest of Amhara alone, none

of them can be fruitful, just by the lack of unity. Scientifically, any regime can't resist the

protest of 3.5% - 5% of the population but our racist regime is still in power just by the

lack of our unity.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 3 Oct 2017.37

Duration:- 1:38:45

Topic: -  Ginbot 7 Eritrea fiasco & schism- members imprisoned and killed

I have condemned the opposition leader Berhanu Nega, I have said that: - we have

discussed several times about this betrayer. He is cheating the people of Ethiopia to

collect money. He has betrayed the people on several occasions. Furthermore, his policy

on nationalism is not more than a drama. He has racist policy as the brutal regime of

Tplf.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 3 Oct 2017.37

Duration:- 1:38:45

Topic: - Irreecha celebration of 2017

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - First of all I would like to

express my condolences on the massacre of Irreecha 2016. These massacres had a big

influence on the celebration of Irreecha 2017. Most of the youth of Oramo did not attend

this year's celebration and those who attend also provoked by the memorial monument

of the massacre.As the sources of the phoney regime, the irreecha celebration of 2017

was peaceful but there is no proof from external sources. Obviously the regime stifles

the people on such occasions. Thus, the words of the officials are not more than the

usual fabrications.

https://youtu.be/_I1PfXWHDzM?t=5925
https://youtu.be/_I1PfXWHDzM?t=935
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Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 27 June 2018.24

Duration: - 21:07

Topic: - Introduction of the day

Due to the fact that I was the host of the meeting, I have introduced the topics that had

been  opened for the discussion. I have explained the first debate which was about the

reconciliation of Ethiopian and Eritrean dictators and What would be the effect and

consequence on the people of both countries.

Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 30 Mars 2018.12

Duration: - 1:02:03

Topic: - The nomination of new Premier in Ethiopia in 2018 - Could bring a

lasting structural change and a pacification of the Protest in Ethiopia ?

I have forwarded my argument on the debate, I have said that: -   It is absurd to expect

structural change by changing puppet PM. The problem of Ethiopia is beyond one PM.

The corrupt structure of the regime is the one that plagues the nation.  To appoint

whoever from 100% one party dominated parliament does make any change. All the

members of the parliament are criminals. They have corrupted the wealth of the

country, they have detained  and tortured innocent civilians, they commited the crime of

extrajudicial  killings of thousands of the ethiopian youths. Therefore, the removal of the

regime is the only way to bring structural changes.

Ethiopianism.tv News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 02 Feb 2018.5

Duration: - 42

Topic: - Gender gap in Ethiopia widened due to the men imposed

paternalism or due to the passivity of maternalism?

I have highly criticized the gender gap in Ethiopia and accused the men of the country , I

have said that: -Gender gap in Ethiopia is widely spread due to the men imposed

https://youtu.be/-e9x7jQ2N3Q?t=1301
https://youtu.be/iCNXuMqwbKI?t=3711
https://youtu.be/UNx69Ky6-JQ?t=2939
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paternalism. The system in the country is mainly led by men, laws are made and

enforced by men which is challenging to get a result from. Women didn’t have the

opportunity necessary to build and develop themselves. The lack of women development

limits their empowerment and contribution to further minimize the gender gap. I

believe it is backwardness to see such a big gender gap in this era. Ethiopian women are

victims everywhere in the country. The women of Ethiopia have been abused by the men

for more than 3 thousands of years but the racist regime makes it worse. In this civilized

era more than 70% of Ethiopian women are victims of men. The regime has failed to

give protection and opportunities for women. Those few who get the opportunity are not

more than for propaganda use of the evildoer regime. Therefore it is due to the

paternalism imposed by men, not because of the passivity of maternalism.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis of the week in Ethiopia 6 September

2017.32

Duration: - 6:09:2017

Topic: - The protest of Ethiopians on the new tax rate of the Regime

I have criticized the wrongdoer regime of Ethiopia, I have said that: - As we all know

paying taxes is the responsibility of any citizen but it has to be propsional with the

income of the citizens. Whereas,the corrupt officials of the Ethiopian regime has

imposed very high taxes on the law and middle income businesses owners, which is

beyond their income sometimes. In other ways the corrupt businessmen who have

connections with authorities are paying almost nothing. Moreover, more than 90% of

the tax money goes to the pocket of Tplf officials. Thus, the people are demanding their

rights in the recent uprisings. The brutal police is the one who converted the peaceful

protest of the people to uprisings and upheavals.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ Cross Talk 26 Oct 2017.39

Duration: - 49:59

https://youtu.be/arl-t2fiUDA?t=1697
https://youtu.be/arl-t2fiUDA?t=1697
https://youtu.be/Ju1M4bwXLkk?t=3013
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Topic: - Thee recent crisis of Ethiopia

I have forwarded my conclusion on the topic, I have said that: - As a

conclusion I want to concentrate on the solutions. It is obvious that the only

solution for these problems is the overthrow of the butcher regime. But we

must think beyond because there are a lot of racist options who are working

to create race based civil war between the people. Our creation of state must

be scientific. We need a paradigm shift not only change of regime.

Therefore, we have to educate our people for the peaceful creation of the

state

.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 06 June 2018.21

Duration: - 23:35

Topic: - The New PM

I have criticized the supporters of the conniver PM, I have said that: - it is not easy to

lead a country, It requires knowledge and wisdom. The new PM hasn’t done anything

rather than deceiving the people. His supporters are shouting for nothing. Its shameful

to see Ethiopian opposition supporting the deceiver PM. I want to call all Ethiopians to

think twice before they do anything with the new Premier of Ethiopia.

Ethiopianism.tv # News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 19 Dec 2017.45

Duration: - 27:01

https://youtu.be/EwKk9EJ86Os?t=1405
https://youtu.be/BGbMrWCaHqE?t=1649
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Topic:- The Cracks that appear in Ethiopian ruling coalition

I have analysed the topic, I have said that: -  The refusal of the people plays a big role in

the crack of the ruling coalition. The unrest that started in 2015 put the atrocious

authorities under pressure.  The brutal security force of the regime has killed thousands

which is unacceptable for foreign powers who cover more than 70% of the country's

budget by loans and aids. Hence, the unrest created resistance force from the racist

coalition of EPRDF it self. The speech of Lemma Megersa and his team is unusual from

the members of the racist coalition. However, we need more struggle to overthrow the

evildoer regime. Because it is difficult to lay our trust on good words of EPRDF

members.

Ethiopianism.tv #"Ethnic Federalism imploding in endless Crisis" የዘረኛው
አገዛዝ ፈነዳ Debate 11/4/2019.10

Duration: - 8:43 -

Topic: - Ethnic Federalism imploding in endless Crisis

I have forwarded my analisis on the topic, I have said that: - the race politics of the

racist regime is leading the country to endless crisis. We used to predict the result of

race politics but now it is starting to happen in the streets. People are dying and

displacing just because of their languages. Armed secessionists are killing innocent

civilians. The people are prohibited not to move from one part of the country to another

like foreigners. The regime can not do anything while millions are displaced and  tens of

thousands dying. Betrayer oppositions are working to stifle the atrocities by the name of

change. If some tried to expose the government they are lebling as the obstacle of

change. In reality there is no change in Ethiopia rather its exchange.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 25 May 2017.20

Duration: - 1:24:20 -

Topic: - The appointment of Tedros Adhanom as A leader of WHO

https://youtu.be/J3EuT_cZhew?t=472
https://youtu.be/J3EuT_cZhew?t=472
https://youtu.be/t3PF4Wrj-GA?t=5062
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I have criticised the appointment of the criminal as a leader of WHO, I have said that:

- He is unfit to lead the World Health Organization. He is a criminal. He has commited a

lot of crimis including genocide when he was a minister of Ethiopian health minister.I

was health studen when he was a minister.So, I had the apportunity to observe his

crimes very closely. He used to give permission for unqualified private health schools by

corruption. He is responsible for tens of thousands of health graduates who stay

unemployed for decades. Moreover, purposely he used to kill the Amhara community

for political benefit of the regime. But he was addressing the word as a big achievement

on the health minister of Ethiopia but not.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 11 August 2017.30

Duration: - 52:06

Topic: - The recent detention of Corrupt officials

I have forwarded the introduction of the debate as a host of the debate, I have said that:

- Is the recent detection of corrupt officials in Ethiopia, structural change or is it as the

usual drama of the regime deceiving the international community and the people of

Ethiopia?

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 4 August 2017.29

Duration: - 19:00

Topic: - Federalism in Ethiopia

I have forwarded my critical analysis on the Federalism of Ethiopia, I have said that: -

Federalism by itself useful and modern governing system. But the language based

federalism of the racist regime of Ethiopia is the case for all massacre, ethinic clashes

and ethinic cleansing in ethiopia. NMillions of Ethiopians internally displaced because

of the racist Federalism. Furthermore, tens of thousands have died and been wounded.

Thus, the only solution is to overthrow the racist regime and create a new state.

https://youtu.be/BygADR4o0tE?t=3184
https://youtu.be/CHO89V3bhx0?t=1124
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Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 20 June 2018.23

Duration: - 56:11 -

Topic: - The recent protest in aSouth Ethiopia

I have explained the situation in Southern Ethiopia, I have said that: - The brutal

regime has continued its atrocities even after the fake reformation. The limitless

atrocities of the regime has provoked the southern nation of Ethiopia for uprisings. The

recent unrest is aginsint Shiferaw Sigute who was appointed by the fake reforminist PM.

He used to commit a lot of crimes against the southern people.He used to organize

Ehinic clashes in the region, He has corrupt millions of dollars from the poor nation of

Ethiopia, tortured and killed thousands of innocent civilians. However, the irresponsible

PM has appointed him despite the people's interest. The peaceful disobedience of the

people forcefully converted to unheavals by the brutal security forces of the regime.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 18 May 2017.19

Duration: - 1:06:00

Topic: - Famine in Ethiopia

I have forwarded my critical analysis on the regime of Ethiopia, I have said that: -

According to the news of the state television more than 7.9 millions of Ethiopian has

been starved because of the famine. The government polices are the reseone . the land

grabbing and the corruption and lack of sustainable Economic police are the main

reasons. DRaout can happen anywhere its natural but keeping the Environment can

reduce the probability.Specialty, the wrongdoer Ethiopian regime is constructing the

largest dam in Africa which has a big Environmental impact that can affect negatively.

Economically the regime has failed to fulfil the basic needs of the people. Nevertheless,

after the famine the aid money goes straight to the pocket of the corrupt officials. The

regime has received aid money from the USA, World bank and China in billions of

dollars but couldn't reach the people.Therefore, it might lead us to the fall of the

regimeBecause according to real sources it's the largest famine in the history of

Ethiopia.

https://youtu.be/NU3h5K_De0g?t=3354
https://youtu.be/9m6uUWewHmQ?t=4045
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Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 5 May 2017.17

Duration: - 1:15:12

Topic: The recent disclosure of Sibhat Negga

I have criticised the high official of Tplf, i have said that: - This guy is talking about his

illusions. He tried to describe Ethiopian regime as the most democrat government but it

is not more than an illusion. The people have stifled for almost 3 decades. The

government is plaguing the nation and they can’t experience it right. Therefore, anytime

revolution or coup can happen in Ethiopia.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 28 April 2017.16

Duration: - 28:

Topic: - Dictators in the world

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that:- Not only in Ethiopia,

where dictators are abusing their nations. The atrocious regime of Ethiopia is doing the

same thing. The people are dying and detaining because of their political beliefs and

opinions. The job opportunities are for the members and supporters of the regime only.

Corruption has reached the maximum level. Authorities have totally forgotten the

people. So with such dictator and butcher regime we can not make changes we must

overthrow the evildoer regime,

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ CrossTalk 14 April 2017.15

Duration: - 1:56:45 -

Topic: - Conclusion of the day

https://youtu.be/5d9_Vftlejk?t=4551
https://youtu.be/02idC-shmjo?t=2913
https://youtu.be/g0qD5L8O1_I?t=6987
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I have forwarded my conclusion for the day, I have said that: - First I would like to

express my appreciation for EPPF. EPPF has been struggling for the truth and liberation

of Ethiopia for the past 2 decades. Such fruitful live meeting plays an important role for

the revolution.So, EPPF deserves my deepest gratitude for its limitless contribution and

the other thing is that I would like to urge other opposition who are playing with fire to

stop and think again.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና ንትርክ Cross Talk 17 March 2017.11

Duration: - 43:00

Topic: - The Massacre of KOSHE

I have forwarded my condolences for the massacre, I have said that: -First I would like

to express my deepest condolences for the victims. The butcher regime is responsible for

the death by the land grabbing policies of the regime tens of thousands of Ethiopians are

dying.Therefore, we must waand save the lives of our nation

Ethiopianism.tv synopsis of 2017 News Analysis ያዓመቱ የዜናዊች ንትርክ 26 Dec

2017.46

Duration: -

Topic: - synopsis of 2017

I have forwarded my comment on the Topic, I have said that: - Everything that we have

discussed and exposed in the year 2017 is our pain. We still feel the pain of the atrocities

of the Woyane regime. Pfor. Muse Tegegn deserves to be acknowledged for his

contribution to his country. He is not only working here, he is doing all he can to his

country,  he does not want to be acknowledged, but I can't pass this opportunity without

thanking him. He deserves to be honored. The role of EPPF for the revolution of the

people takes the line share.

https://youtu.be/qSQ3TLeKg_4?t=2577
https://youtu.be/qRWRz37-zAM?t=4225
https://youtu.be/qRWRz37-zAM?t=4225
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Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis & Crosstalk 27 Sep 2017.35

DAuration: - 29:03 -

Topic: - - The Oromo and Somali speakers ethnic clash and consequences.

I commented on the topic, I have said that: - As we have discussed last week the

minority regime's main plan to stay in power is to divide the people. Therefore, all the

ethnic disputes are part of the conspiracy. Most of the people in the country are against

the brutal regime. The people are fighting for the removal of the regime. On the other

hand the racist officials are trying to create clashes between the people and distract the

revolution of the people. The clash of Oromo-Somali language speakers is also part of

this conspiracy of the regime.

Tigran Speakers are  victims or accomplice  of TPLF in the last 26 years of

Ethiopian        Politics?

Duration: - 41:09

Topic: - Tigrean Speakers are they victims or means of Woyanism in the

last 26 years of Ethiopian Politics?

I have forwarded my debating point,I have said that: - tigrean speakers are not victims

of the regime rather they are means of woyasism. They are leaders in every region just

because of the language.We are the one who counted as the second citizen in our own

country, not them. None of them are in refugee camps in any country. They may go out

of the country for better education or scholarship but not like us.They are in every big

https://youtu.be/tumuDoL94gw?t=1777
https://youtu.be/_SoKnaGcLR4?t=2510
https://youtu.be/_SoKnaGcLR4?t=2510
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position of the country. They are religious leaders. They are political leaders. They are

military leaders and so on. They haven’t seen any of the atrocities of the regime.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 10 Oct 2017.38

Duration: - 10:10:2017

Topic: - The annunvensery of the massacre of Ethiopians by fascist Italy

I have expressed my condolences for the  genocide, I have said that: - To

remember the situation is very awful for all Ethiopians. Our ancestors paid

a lot of blood to keep this country , this culture and this language for

us.They have suffered a lot by the coalition of Mussolini and Hitler in

WWII. This massacre is very tragic, it was by foreigners, though. We are

suffering the same way by our butcher regimes. By the era of Derg and

Woyane, several scholars, students, civil servants, farmers and soldiers

have killed by these two regimes. In general these two regimes have killed

millions of Ethiopians. Our country was the founder of civilization but now

famine is our logo just by lack of good governance.So, the people must unite

for the overthrow of the racist regime and backwardness completely,. We

have to begin our new era very soon.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analyshttps://youtu.be/5B1LdXydkR0?t=3471is

የዜና-ንትርክ Cross Talk 19 Oct 2017.38

https://youtu.be/tE0EHVAPx4E?t=915
https://youtu.be/hLb0CPgH15k?t=4253
https://youtu.be/hLb0CPgH15k?t=4253
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Duration: - 1:10:01

Topic: - The release of Journalist Temesgen Dessalegn

I have criticized the regime of Ethiopia,I have said that: - The brutal regime of Ethiopia

is plaguing the nation especially the right of speech is more than a dream in Ethiopia.

Journalist Temesgen who wrote about the weakness of the regie has been convicted for

3 years in prison. He has explained about the atrocities of the brutal police of the regime

in Prison. He has suffered a lot in his detention time. In fact he is not the only one the

regime has detained and tortured hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians. Because

of their political beliefs. In general Ethhiopians people have been stifled for thousands

of years by their governors. The paradigm has paralized by dictators. Hence, we need a

paradigm shift in our country.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ Cross-Talk Oct 26, 2017/38

Duration: - 1:07:00

Topic: - HR 128

I have criticized the rejection of HR128, I have said that: - Its very shaful to reject

HR128 on the govement of Ethiopia just because the regime is anti terrorism ally of the

US govrment. Being an ally can not be a guarantee to abuse human rights and for

genocide. The Ethiopian regime is killing unarmed protesters in the streets. The brutal

security force has detained tens of thousands of protesters for expressing their opinion.

However, the world power has no ears for the blood of innocent Ethiopians. That is why

the US congress has rejected HR128 due to the anti terrorisim coalition of Ethiopian

Army with US and UN.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ Cross Talk 10 Nov 2017.41

Duration: - 1:55:10 -

Topic: - The internal conflict of Ethiopian officials

https://youtu.be/3tbmRZjzJdE?t=4022
https://youtu.be/5onRMe3bZyM?t=6927
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I have forwarded my critics on the corrupt officials of Ethiopia, I have said that: - The

stress of the protest is being beyond the control behind the of Ethiopian Authorities.

Most of the officials have failed  even to repeat what they have said before. Moreover,

the statement of one another is totally opposite to one another. However, the owner of

controversial radio station ZAMI FM Mimi Sibhatu is the reason for the conflict between

the director of broadcast corporation and the minister of communication. Mr. Zeray

who is the director of broadcast corporation has quoted the released statement of Mr.

Negrea Lecho which accused Mimi Sibhatu of personal opinion. Mr. Lecho is the

communication minister and he appointed in office to realize the  position of the

government not his own opinion.But The Backbone of Mimi Sibhatu is TPLF.So, they do

whatever she wants for her propaganda work on her radio station.

Ethiopianism.tv # News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ Cross Talk 17 Nov 2017.42

Duration: - 16:00

Topic: - The intelligence conference of Ethiopian O�cials

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - the current

movement of the regime is to return back the state of emergency in another

way. The aim of that is to deceive the international community, so the

people of Ethiopia have to increase the protest and must expose the truth.

Ethiopianism.tv # News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ Cross Talk 24 Nov 2017.43

Duration: - 24:11:2017

Topic: - Ethiopian Army - Could continue being an arm of oppression or

became a force of Liberation like Zimbabwe?

https://youtu.be/oDiif-tnJ1c?t=1008
https://youtu.be/4DZ02RS-liU?t=4908
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I have forwarded my argument on the topic, I have said that: -  Why not ? the army is

killing its own people, the troops are the children of the people.therefore, if they get the

opportunity they may convert to the liberation force. We don't have to expect coop only

from the Generals. For example if we see 1975 coup in Ethiopia it was only by middle

level military officials but it was successful.Furthermore, there is power and race conflict

between the military officials of the regime.So, it may give the army to convert.

Ethiopianism.tv #News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ 11 Dec 2017.44

Duration: - 11:12:2017

Topic: - Ethnic clashes in Ethiopian football

I have forwarded my critics on the racist federalism of the regime,  I have explained the

systematic race discrimination in Ethiopia. For all Ethinic based disputes in Ethiopia

the racist federalism is the reason.

Ethiopianism.tv News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 2 Jan 2018.1

Duration: - 8:01

Topic: - New Year wishes

I have forwarded my warming new year wishes, I have said that: - first of all I want to

say happy new year for all Ethiopians and I wish to see the overthrow of the racist

woyane regime of Ethiopia  in this year but not only the regime I wish to see the removal

of poisons that have been planted on the people by the regime of woyane for the last 26

years that are plaguing our nation. In the coming year I wish to see the formation of new

Ethiopia with new Ethiopianism paradigm.

https://youtu.be/oojuNvfBk70?t=1754
https://youtu.be/LGqbdJUmcuU?t=476
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Ethiopianism.tv News Analysis የዜና-ንትርክ CrossTalk 09 Feb 2018.6

Duration: - 12

Topic: - Ethiopian PM Appointed and Awarded Top Military Officers

I have criticized the appointment of top military officers of Ethiopia, I have said that: -

As we all know when you upgrade from one level to another in the military, it has its

own military science. But when we see the educational level our military officers

including Military chief General Samora, they all are illiterate. In the war against

Eritrea we have lost more than 70,000 lives because of these illiterate officers. So, the

recent appointment and award just to give recognition for what they have done against

unarmed protesters. The regime wants to extend the power through massacre and

awarding the butcher military is a good idea to continue the massacre.

Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 2 Mars 2018.8

Duration: - 13:21

Topic: - The anniversary of the victory of Adwa

I have forwarded my feelings on the victory of Adwa, I have said that: - First I want to

say happy anniversary to all Ethiopians. It is not only the victory of Ethiopia, rather it is

the victory of all black nations. It was the first victory against colonial powers. Our

heroic ancestors had paid their blood to keep this country but it is very shameful to see

our people are suffering by the atrocities of the minority regime. We must repeat the

history of Adwa over the evildoer racist regime.

Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 2 Mars 2018.8

Duration: - 1:32:06

Topic: - The second State of Emergency in Ethiopia

https://youtu.be/wyN2WEBbDH8?t=724
https://youtu.be/s_t8LAeqhFU?t=793
https://youtu.be/s_t8LAeqhFU?t=5503
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I have criticized the brutal regime Ethiopia, I have said that: - The declaration of SoE

just to legitimize the killings and torturing of unarmed protesters. The butcher regime

has been killing innocent citizens for the past 3 decades. The country has been under

military rule since the evildoer regime took power. Hence, the SoE hascan not play any

role on the protest of the people. The regime are still plaguing the nationSo, the SoE can

not convert the revolution of the people.

Ethiopian Regime recent Prisoners Liberation Desperation or readjustment

Duration: - 41:51

Topic: - The current release of political detainees by the Woyane regime, is

readjustment or desperation

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - It couldn't be a

readjustment, it is not different from the drama of reformation. The regime is under

stress due to the public protest and internal conflicts. Thus, they are just searching for a

way to get relief from the pleasure. They used to tell us they have no political detainee,

most of the politicians are behind the bar though. The regime is using the anti-terrorism

proclamation to stifle the people. Therefore, without removing the political organization

from the list of terrorist organization, it couldn’t be a readjustment, It is just pardoning

not giving guarantee for citizens to enjoy the political right. The people are demanding

much more from this. The international media are who change the real image, it could

be intentionally, but they have reported it as readjustment, but the regime is still stifling

the people by the anti-terrorism proclamation.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 11 April 2018.14

Duration: - 2:11:40 -

Topic: - The New Tax Rate in Ethiopia

https://youtu.be/GZ6Nh_NNVnI?t=2505
https://youtu.be/QYwFAo935o8?t=7905
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I have forwarded my analysis on the tax system of Ethiopian Regime, I have said that: -

In the civilized world tax is the backbone of any government. It is one way to fulfill

responsibility and demand for a right. However it has to be fair to all citizens. In

Ethiopia because of the wrongdoer regime the tax system is a political tool of the regime

those who are supporting the corrupt regime is paying less tax and others are paying

more especially those who respect as a supporter of opposition by the intelligence of the

regime is paying beyond their capacity. Moreover, the tax money goes straight to the

pocket of the corrupt officials like the fund of foruign aids. This is the reason behind the

economic polarity between Ethiopians.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 21 April 2018.15

Duration: -

Topic: - The cabinet reshuffling of the new PM Abiy Ahmed

I have forwarded my critics on the cabinet reshuffling of the new PM Dr. Abiy Ahmed, I

have said that: - Ethiopia’s new premier Abiy Ahmed have reshuffled the cabinet to

deceive  the public who were  protesting against the butcher regime. This is the common

drama of the evildoer regime. For the past 27 years the regime used to detain some

Authorities to distract protest but none of them were convicted or reshuffle the cabinet

by the name of public request. Thousands of protesters were killed by the brutal security

forces of the regime during the recent unrest. As we have discussed earlier the reform is

only to deceive the people and to distract the urisings. Therefore, the PM is going in the

common rhythm  of the regime. Still those who were ministers switch from one ministry

to the other which can not be counted as changed. The only solution is to destitute the

atrocious regime as the first commandment of EPPF.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 9 May 2018.17

Duration: - 1

Topic: - Introduction of the Day

https://youtu.be/SQ3xPpNmEjo?t=1465
https://youtu.be/u8rstl_X1gQ?t=135
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As a host of the day I have introduced the topics of the day, which are The anniversary

of Maychew, the Ethio-Eritrean war, the fire in south west Ethiopia, Ethinic clash in

religion, the ethinic clash , the devaluation of Ethiopian birr, the press freedom in

Ethiopia and US break the nuclear deal of Iran with the world powers.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 13 June 2018.22

Duration: - 59:01

Topic: - Economical crisis in Ethiopia

I have forwarded my analysis on the topic, I have said that: - The recent privatization of

Ethiopian giant organizations like the Ethiopian airlines and tele has no economic

initiatives rather its creating another way of corruption. The regime has killed the

economy by its unrealistic economic policies and corruption. The money is in the hands

of the corrupt officials of Tplf and their partners.Therefore, the privatization is to move

the campaniest to the hands of Tplf officials and their partner.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 30 May 2018.20

Duration: - 1:08:45

Topic: - The Effect of Surrendering of Ethiopian Oppositions on Ethiopian

REfugees

I have forwarded my opinion on the topic, I have said that: - It has a big negative impact

on the credibility of innocent refugees. Those who escape from the prosecution of the

brutal regime just because of their political belief need shelter but the surrender of

oppositions without real political reformation put the life of refugees under risk, The

regime is still killing and torturing but the surrendering of opposition gives it another

image.

https://youtu.be/hPQ2O9DUMHA?t=3566
https://youtu.be/it6Ldnrao_0?t=4133
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Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 9/03 2018.9

Duration: - 18:03

Topic: - The Visit of USA and Russian Forign MInisters in Ethiopia

I have commented on the topic, I have said that: -  The visit is not only Russian forgn

minister but also US secretary of state also been in Ethiopia at this critical time to give

recognition to the butcher dictatorial regime.during the Cold War era both world powers

used to compute to occupy countries ideologically. They used to  mainly focus on the

interest of their own states and don’t mind much about the impact of their actions in a

given country and its citizens. They are doing the same thing now also,  We can take

Seria as a current example for this. So their interest may have hard consequences for

Ethiopia as well. It can weaken the liberation movement of the people  but they only

care about their trade competition with China, but not the life of innocent Ethiopians.

Since the obama Era US government is cooperating with the killer regime just because

of the anti-terrorism copporation of the two goverments but being an ally in anti

terrorism is not a garanty to kill innocent civilians like the terrorist do.

Ethiopianism.tv # Cross Debate & Analysis ንትርክና ግምገማ 16 Mars 2018.10

Duration: -1:14:01

Topic: - Russian Geo-strategic Rapprochement with Ethiopia - Could give a

new oxygen for collapsing TPLF regime or lead to a debacle like Syria!

I have forwarded my argument on the debate that I believe Russia turned its face to

Ethiopia just for its national benefits, not for the benefits of Ethiopian people.The

people of Ethiopia has been fighting against the brutal regime for decades and on its

final hours wold powers like Russia and USA are giving an oxygen for the collapsing

regime of Ethiopia.  The people have weakened the regime's economy by several

boycotts but these selfish powers are helping the regime to remain in power for their

benefits.

https://youtu.be/5wR2lttxDRI?t=1069
https://youtu.be/qjBjoI-WJ6U?t=4435
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Ethiopia #OLF Who arm and Disarm is the Question?

Duration: - 12:03

Topic: - OLF Who arm and Disarm is the Question?

I have criticized the new deceiver premier of Ethiopia, I have said that: - The new

conniver premier of Ethiopia is leading the country to unnecessary civil war. He has

brought the secessionist armed OLF with its arm to the country. The secessionist group

is in Ethiopia with its arm. They are even trying to occupy the south western Welega

region but the government is not able to stop them which is very scarry for the future of

the country.

Ethiopia The art of Resolving MIlitary mutiny through Push Up Premier

Abiy

Duration: - 9:09

Topic: - The art of Resolving MIlitary mutiny through Push Up Premier Abiy

I have criticized the military intelligence of Ethiopia, I have said that: - The butcher
security of the brutal regime has attempted a coup over the deceiver Prime Minister. It
can expose the weakness of the intelligence of the army. Over 200 soldiers went to the
residence of the prime minister without the awareness of the intelligence. The
statement of the prime ministers to disapprove of the coup attempt is not more than a
child talk.  Hence, there is a big danger in the Country. The safety of every citizen is
under question mark.

https://youtu.be/KQlnYSnUiKo?t=715
https://youtu.be/_7m8nrLHIK8?t=568
https://youtu.be/_7m8nrLHIK8?t=568
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Ethiopianism.tv ኢትዮጵያዊነት # ግምገማ Analysis አረጋዊ በርሄ ጎሰኛ ወይስ ሃገር ወዳድ? 5

October 2018.37

Duration: - 21:38

Topic: - The recent Statement of Aregawi Berhe

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - It is impossible to trust

the atrocious officials of Tplf. Mr. Aregawi is one of the founders of Tplf. All he wants to

do is to save the collabing regime. The regime is the one that brought the racist ethinic

politics to the country. They have plagued the nation for almost 3 decades. Therefore, we

must overthrow the brutal regime for once and all.

# Debretsion ደብረጽዮን ኢትዮጵያን የማጥፋት ጥበብ The art of dismantling Ethiopia

Duration: - 10:43 -

Topic: - The art of dismantling Ethiopia

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - the recent strategy of the

regime is to confuse the people who were protesting the regime since 2015. We are used

to demanding justice but the brutal officials convert the revolution of the conniver PM.

However, still the atrocities of the regime have continued. Innocent civilians are dying

by the hands of the butcher security forces and by the hands of its supporters. The

evildoer authorities of the regime are blaming forign powers but they are behind the

atrocious killings of innocent civilians.

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክና ግምገማ Debate & Analysis 28 September 2018.36

Duration: - 52:08 -

Topic: - The communique of EPPF

I have forwarded my appreciation for the communique of EPPF, I have said that: - The

communique is appropriate and timely. It is very important to state a position in this

confusing time. The regime is trying to confuse the people to stay in power. Thus, we all

https://youtu.be/wn4utYhqVCQ?t=1249
https://youtu.be/wn4utYhqVCQ?t=1249
https://youtu.be/mx0-U3Oqgy4?t=635
https://youtu.be/JkWnKNDXwz0?t=3116
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must condemn the plan of the evildoer regime. All the atrocities and ethinic disputes are

organized by the people of the brutal regime.

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክና ግምገማ Debate & Analysis 28 September 2018.36

Duration: - 2:26:01

Topic: - Conclusion of the day

I have forwarded my conclusion for the day, I have said that: - Today most of our

discussion was on the recent disclosure of Debretsion. As we have seen this evil guy is

treating the people for not demanding more rights. The fake division between the ruling

coalition is not more than confusing the people. Therefore, we need to wake up and

struggle with such confusions of the atrocious regime. The only solution  for the country

is the removal of the regime.

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክና ግምገማ Debate & Analysis 31 October 2018.40

Duration: - 13:54 -

Topic: - The recent crisis in Ethiopia

I have forwarded my analysis on the topic, I have said that: - The root of all the

problems in Ethiopia is the fake reformation. The regime has changed its skin not the

structure. We can not consider as a change the change of PM with the same 100% one

party dominated parliament. The government has the same structure but it deceived

millions as a change. Therefore, this is the reason behind the recent confusion and

crisis. All the ethinic conflicts are the children of the racist constitution which is the

bilible of the ruling coalition. All officials are criminals including the conniver PM Abiy

Ahmed. We need justice and structural change in Ethiopia.

https://youtu.be/JkWnKNDXwz0?t=9384
https://youtu.be/EUV3PwPamU4?t=838
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https://youtu.be/DmyRn_nfB64?t=1971

Duration: -

Topic: - - The recent disclosure of Ethiopian Authorities

I have forwarded comments on the topic, I have said that: - The officials of Tplf are

trying to confuse the people. The appartide regime is still in power as we discussed it

here there is only exchange in Ethiopia. Therefore, they need to divide the people in

order to stay in power for a longer period. They have created several ethinic and

religious clashes between the people and distract the attention of the people from the

revolution.

Ethiopianism.tv # ወያኔና ትግሬኛ ተናጋሪዎች TPLF 44th & Tigrigna Speakers

Duration: -

Topic: - TPLF 44th & Tigrigna Speakers

I have forwarded my comment on  the topic, I have said that: - There is no transitional

government in Ethiopia. The government itself is the one who is leading the country.

There is exchange between officials not a structural change in the government. Hence,

we don’t need to waste our time. We must go back to our struggle of the liberation of our

country.

Ethiopianism.tv # Debate Addis or Finfine & Abiy & Ethiopia 14 March

2019.6

Duration: - 14:07 -

Topic: - THE CONFLICT OVER ADDIS ABABA

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - behind every dispute in

Ethiopia there is a conspiracy of the racist regime to extend the power. The divide and

rule policy of the racist regime let millions to die and displaced. Language based

https://youtu.be/DmyRn_nfB64?t=1971
https://youtu.be/k8afKTwVTzg?t=1588
https://youtu.be/jgsqzVLxO9I?t=789
https://youtu.be/jgsqzVLxO9I?t=789
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federalism is a key for the conspiration. The power is still on the hands of evildoers. The

fake one party policy  is not more than a drama even the speech of the new PM and the

statement of his party contradict each other. Thus, we need to overthrow the brutal

regime for liberation of Ethiopia. Since Addis Ababa is the capital of the country, every

citizen has an equal right to live in the city.

https://youtu.be/jgsqzVLxO9I?t=4494

Duration: -

Topic: - Conclusion of Day

I have forwarded my conclusion on the day, I have said that; - We have discussed

several important topics. I can say the discussion was fruitful. Because we have  exposed

several conspiracies of the fake reformationist premair. He is part of the ruling coalition

but deceived millions of Ethiopians and the international community. However, the

recent tension in Addis Ababa can reveal his real image.

https://youtu.be/9pdTW9bREk?t=1362

Duration: - 22;45

Topic: - 2018 Synopsis News Analysis

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - 2018 was one of the most

dramatic years in Ethiopia. We have lost tens of thousands of our brothers and sisters by

the butcher army of the regime and by the regime organized ethinic clashes. It was awful

we can still feel the pain. I wish to see a paradigm shift in the coming new year. I wish to

see Ethiopianism as the paradigm of Ethiopia

https://youtu.be/9pd_TW9bREk?t=6293

Duration: - 1:45:05

https://youtu.be/jgsqzVLxO9I?t=4494
https://youtu.be/9pd_TW9bREk?t=1362
https://youtu.be/9pd_TW9bREk?t=6293
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Topic: - 2018 Synopsis

I have analyzed our discussion on the 6th of June. We have condemned and predicted

what could happen after the reconciliation of the two dictators of Ethiopia and Eritrea.

Both regimes have stifled their nation for almost 3 decades. Thus, their reconciliation

has big dagen on the innocent citizens of both countries.

https://youtu.be/QcyKRpGNoEs?t=2183

Duration: - 36:20

Topic: -2nd Abiy's Press Conference

I have forwarded my comment on the topic, I have said that: - All the plan of the fake

reformationist premier is to deceive the whole world by his speech. He is qualified to

walk the talk. He has no different plan for sustainable economic growth. The plan of the

regime has failed to fulfill the basic needs of the people. He is giving protection and

disguise to criminals. Armed secessionists are abusing the nation because of him. He is

unable to protect his own people. Still democracy is the enemy of Ethiopian regime. We

can see Esikindir Negga as an example.

https://youtu.be/S1PbY19DQl0?t=3375

Duration: - 56:11 -

Topic: -Massacre 1937 & Adwa

I have express my condolences for the massacre of the 1937 by facist Italian. Always

betrayers expose our nation to more danger than enemies. The massacre of 1937 was

because of the two betrayers. The same thing is happening to our nation. Most

Ethiopian opposition has betrayed the people in this critical time which delayed the

liberation of the country and forced the people to face more massacres and tortured by

the atrocious regime.

https://youtu.be/QcyKRpGNoEs?t=2183
https://youtu.be/S1PbY19DQl0?t=3375
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https://youtu.be/J08OYbFCCgw?t=828

Duration: - 13:5-

Topic: - EPPFs Communique & OLF's forced mass Displacement

I have forwarded my appreciation for the communique of EPPF, I have said that: - The

communique of EPPF is appropriate and timely. We must be a voice for our nation who

is stifled by the evildoer regime. The atrocities that are occurring on our people by the

brutal regime are awful. The people have lost their citizenship right to live in the

country. Beyond the organized ethnic clashes, thousands of people mass arrested to

military camp for forceful manipulation.. People are killed in a tragic way in the streets..

So, we must expose the barbarous actions of the Ethiopian government.

https://youtu.be/CNmxX_xl6mA?t=1067

Duration: - 17:40

Topic: - Ethnic Federalism or Party Unique

I have commented on the topic, I have said that: - The strategy of the evildoer PM

leading thee country to destruction. He is unqualified to construct the country as his

presiders. He has create a lot of Ethinic and religious conflicts between the people.

Therefore, the only solution is to overthrow the regime for once and all.

https://youtu.be/GP3QnNOM5fc?t=978

Duration: -16:12 -

Topic: - "Abiy 4 hypothesis of a "coup "aftermath 27

https://youtu.be/J08OYbFCCgw?t=828
https://youtu.be/CNmxX_xl6mA?t=1067
https://youtu.be/GP3QnNOM5fc?t=978
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I have forwarded my appreciation for the communique of EPPF I have said that: - this

communique is appropriate and timely. It is very important to stand for the people

while the people are betrayed by most of the opposition. EPPF deserve to be

acknowledged for standing with the people all the time

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክ crosstalk "Abiy multipartyism gimmicks or facade"

9 Aug 2019.18

Duration: - 23:45

Topic: - "Abiy multipartyism gimmicks or facade"

I have forwarded my analisis on  the topic, I have said that: - After the regime extends

its power by the deceiver PM still the officials are committing the same mistakes. Still

the regime is detaining politicians and activists, the corruption is one of the highest in

the world, there are a lot of extrajudicial killings in the streets, the divided and rule

policy creating ethinic and religious clashes. Churches are burning by extremists, the

country is leading the world by internally displacement even there is SoE. Thus, the

regime has failed even to pretend as a new government.

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክ crosstalk "Abiy and Eritrea role in destabilizing

Ethiopia 2 Aug 2019.17

Duration: - 20:55

Topic: - "Abiy and Eritrea role in destabilizing Ethiopia

I have forwarded my analisis on the topic, I have said that: - In southern Ethiopia the

regime is creating ethinic conflict by the divided and rule policy of the regime. The

brutal officials have stifled the people for three decades and the new tension is due to

lack of freedom and democracy. The people are demanding its right and the regime is

trying to distract it through ethinic disputes.

https://youtu.be/HvcA56IW5yk?t=1392
https://youtu.be/HvcA56IW5yk?t=1392
https://youtu.be/WNTcqy3H5RE?t=1249
https://youtu.be/WNTcqy3H5RE?t=1249
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Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክ crosstalk TPLF Criminals and Ethiopian future

የህወሃት ወንጀለኞች እና 23 Aug 2019.20

Duration: - 4:48 -

Topic: -  TPLF Criminals and Ethiopian future

I have forwarded my analisis on the topic, I have said that: - As recent sources the

evildoer officials of Ethiopian regime has stifled billions of dollars from the poorest

nation in the world.The corrupt officials has stolen the money of loan and forigen aids.

They have commited a lot of atrocities on the people. The people have nothing to eat but

they have billions of dollars in foregn banks.The fake reformationist even trying to

privatize the giant of the countries economy like the airlines and Ethio-telecom to the

families of the corrupt authorities. The regime is providing disguise for known

criminals.

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክ crosstalk Critical Synopsis of Abiy performance 13

Sep Aug 2019.23

Duration: - 31:12

Topic: - Critical Synopsis of Abiy performance

I have forwarded the main news of the year in Ethiopian calendar. I have highly

criticized the fake reformationist PM

Ethiopianism.tv # ንትርክ crosstalk - TPLF Meeting to save Irredentist

Constitution 6 Sep Aug 2019.22

Duration: - 39:11 -

Topic: - TPLF Meeting to save Irredentist Constitution

https://youtu.be/0rk8vNmv4Wg?t=271
https://youtu.be/0rk8vNmv4Wg?t=271
https://youtu.be/CHBatq_bYvM?t=1908
https://youtu.be/CHBatq_bYvM?t=1908
https://youtu.be/5Zi00fPs3gM?t=2385
https://youtu.be/5Zi00fPs3gM?t=2385
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I have forwarded critical analysis on the topic, I have said that: - it is absurd to try to

convince protesters by the laws in the constitution of Ethiopia, because the people are

protesting against the Irredentist constitution. It is the constitution of the officials not

the peoples. So, to claim the laws in the constitution is the dissipation of Tplf officials.

Ethiopianism.tv #"Abiy's Mein Kampf - መደመር Synergy & Afar Paradox "

ንትርክ crosstalk 25 Oct 2019.28

Duration: - 9:21

Topic: - Synergy & Afar Paradox "

I have condom Juhar Mohammeed and his supporters, I have said that: -. It is very

awful to see the death of innocent civilians because of one person.  If he has a problem

with the government his supporters also have to confront the government security force

otherwise it is senseless to kill innocent civilians. They have killed dozens for nonsense

reasons. It is very tragic. I want to express my condolences for the victims.

Ethiopianism.tv # Crisis "Kimant vis Amhara" endogenous or exogenous

ንትርክ crosstalk 4 Oct 2019.26

Duration: -

Topic: - Crisis "Kimant vis Amhara" endogenous or exogenous

I have the racist policy of the regime, the regime is the one behind every ethinic clash

and dispute in Ethiopia. Even this kind of region formation stated by the racist Tplf 27

years ago.Thus, it is the conspiracy of the racist tplf

https://youtu.be/oFklHUduoUM?t=2876

Duration: - 47:34 -

https://youtu.be/194Tt3ycnf0?t=556
https://youtu.be/194Tt3ycnf0?t=556
https://youtu.be/HuE1KHt-uow?t=3260
https://youtu.be/HuE1KHt-uow?t=3260
https://youtu.be/oFklHUduoUM?t=2876
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Topic: -  I Ethiopia 20 Months under Abiy I Nobel I Nile I Eritrea I ICG, IMF

I have forwarded my criticism of the deceiver PM of Ethiopia,I have said that the

conniver premier has no clear vision and strategy. Most of his policies are hidden. He

has a deal with th Arab world including Egypt which is hidden and it might lead us to a

water war with Egypt. The same thing with Eritrea. They have resolved the 20 years old

dispute with hidden deal no Ethiopian or Eritrea has informed about the deal. Thus, it is

also another threat of war for our nation. We must enforce the government to reveal the

deals.

DEMONSTRATIONS

Anti PM Abiy regime Protest Friday 17 August 2018

Demonstration of EPPF against Ethiopian regime

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=435176333670807&id=100015353327812

https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=432662573922183&id=100015353327812

Catch me: - In several part of the videos

Organized by: - EPPF

Date: - 17:08:2018

Place: In Front of Ethiopian Embassy

https://youtu.be/5B1LdXydkR0
https://youtu.be/CIA7u1UQS5s
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=435176333670807&id=100015353327812
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=432662573922183&id=100015353327812
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=432662573922183&id=100015353327812
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Activities: -

● Reject the Amnesty of the Brutal Regime

● We have submitted our Rejection of the Amnesty to the Embassy of Ethiopia

● Condemn the Atrocities of Ethiopian Regime

● We Demand for justice

● I was coordinator

● We had Chantings

● We Slogans

Slogans

● Remain silent on Atrocity is being a guilty of complicity

● no justice no peace

● We Reject the Amnesty of the Brutal Regime

● In Ethiopia the abuse of human right increases, not because of those who

do evil, but because of those who look on and do nothing.

● We are against the fake change

● Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice other places

● Burning churches is killing Ethiopianity

● The bloodshed in Jijiga is our blood

● The regime is responsible for the death of Innocent civilians in Somalia

region, Gambella region, Shashemene etc

Chanting

● They say get back, We say fight back

Get back …. Fight back
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● They say go away, we say no way!

Go away... no way

● They say sum to it, We say  it’s fake throw it

Sum to it,...  it’s fake throw it

Sum to it,...  it’s fake trash it

Sum to it,...  it’s fake throw it

EPPF Manifestation Stockholm Sweden Against Deportation and atrocities in Ethiopia

https://www.facebook.com/mohammedSaidEth/videos/182205596047391/

https://www.facebook.com/senait.tesfahun.351/videos/308295463323732/

Catch me: - almost in all parts of the videos

Date 02:11:2018

Place mynttorget

Organized by EPPF

Objective: It was to condemn the Atrocities of Ethiopian Regime on Innocent civilians and to
accuse the racist regime for Ethnic cleansing in Ethiopia, Plus, to condemn the risky forceful
deportation to Ethiopia

Activities slogans , chanting and speeches

• I was the host of the event

• I was one of the coordinator

https://youtu.be/862-KgtOJ6s
https://www.facebook.com/mohammedSaidEth/videos/182205596047391/
https://www.facebook.com/senait.tesfahun.351/videos/308295463323732/
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• I had critical speech against the brutal Ethiopian regime

• I was leading the chanting

• I have criticized the risky deportation to Ethiopia

Slogans Justice for Raya Justice for Walkait Death to dictators They say go away , we say no
way

They say get back we said

https://youtu.be/o2yUp1wJ7ZI

Organized by: - EPPF

Date: - 05:04:2019

Place: In Front of Ethiopian Embassy

Activities: -

● I was coordinator

● Condemn the Atrocities of Ethiopian Regime

● Demand for justice

● We had Chantings

● We had Slogans

Slogans

·   Stop displacing innocent citizens

· We condemn all ethnic disputes that organized by racist

regime

https://youtu.be/o2yUp1wJ7ZI
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no justice no peace

Power to the people

· In Ethiopia the abuse of human right increases, not

because of those who do evil, but because of those who look

on and do nothing.

·          We are against the fake change

·         Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere

· The bloodshed in Ethiopia is our blood

· The regime is responsible for the death of Innocent

civilians in Oromia  Somalia region, Gambella region,

Shashemene etc

https://youtu.be/tt7K6-CKhVM?t=7

Date: - 07:03:2018

Place: - Mynttorget

Organized by: - ERA

Activists: -

Ø We were chanting

Ø We were exposing the atrocities of the regime

Ø We were Condemning the second state of Emergency in Two

years

https://youtu.be/tt7K6-CKhVM?t=7
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Ø We hold anti Woyane Slogans

Ø Most of as worn the flag of Ethiopia

Slogans: -

Ø Stop stifling our people

Ø Stop killing innocent people

Ø Lift the state of emergency

Ø Game over Woyane

Ø Power to the people

Ø Down Down Woyane

Ø Free Andargachew Tsige etc

Description: - The butcher regime of Ethiopia imposed the

state of emergency for

the second time in two years to stifle the protest of the

people. Therefore, we have

tried to expose the atrocities of the regime through

demonstration. The aim of our

demonstration to expose the atrocities of woyane regime on

our people to the

international community
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Sweden Manif in front of Ethiopian Embassy against Ethnic

cleansing part 1

Organized by: - EPPF

Date: - 25:09:2018

Place: In Front of Ethiopian Embassy

Activities: -

• Condemn the Atrocities of Ethiopian regime

• Condemn the race conflicts

• Criticize the mass detention of Addis Ababa

• Demand justice for the youths of Addis Ababa

• Expose the Atrocious killings, Rapes and brutalities in Addis

Ababa

• Several speeches

• I had historical speech

• I was coordinator

• We had Slogans

https://youtu.be/0IGJEWlBk6Y
https://youtu.be/0IGJEWlBk6Y
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https://youtu.be/1bznpQHj1dk

Date: - 23:03:2018

Organized: - Ethiopian community

Activities:

Chantings

Speech by organizers

Speech by Swedish MP

condemning the Ethiopian regime

I wore the flag of Ethiopia

Slogans:

Sweden stop supporting the minority regime

Stop killing innocent people

Down down woyane

https://youtu.be/JNt9baDoGnk

Catch me: - you can catch me in most part of the video

Date: - 12; 12:2017

Organized by:- Swedish youth

Place: - Medborgarplatsen

https://youtu.be/1bznpQHj1dk
https://youtu.be/JNt9baDoGnk
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Activities: - - WE had a speech

- we were expressing solidarities

- We were chanting

- we have Condemned the deportation

Slogans: - no border no nation stop deportation

Description: - it is a protest against deportation especially to

dangerous countries such as

Ethiopia, in my speech as a representative of Ethiopian

community I have explained the

main problem of deportation to a countries which are under the

control of dictatorial

regime such us the Tplf regime in Ethiopia. I have also

mentioned the atrocities and crimes

that are committed by the evildoer Ethiopian regime.

https://youtu.be/o2RDRiByGtk

Date: - 01:05:2017

Place: - Stockholm (from Östermalm park –Hötorget)

Organized by :- Social Democratic Party

Activities: - -slogans,

https://youtu.be/o2RDRiByGtk
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-March

- chanting

- accusing the killer regime of Ethiopia

slogans : - DOWN DOWN WOYANE

Stop killing innocent people

No tedros for WHO

Description: - on the international labors day we have condemn

the atrocities of Ethiopian

regime on the labor of the country. I was holding banner that

condemn the brutal regime

TPLF.. we were also chanting against the regime of Ethiopia

https://youtu.be/D9w082SAI8k

Date: - 2017-05-19

Place; - Mynttorget

-Demonstration against Tedros Adhanom for WHO

Organized by: - ERA

Activities: - - we were chanting

- I held Ethiopian slogan

https://youtu.be/D9w082SAI8k
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Oppose Tedros Adhanom candidacy for director-general of WHO. He is a

member of

butcher regime of TPLF that ruling Ethiopia for the last 26 years, in 2008,

under his watch

at the federal ministry of health (2005-2012) there was a major cholera

outbreak in

Ethiopia Oromia region, the federal ministry of Health was fraught with

mismanagement

and gross.

We were chanting: - he is a killer, blood sacker, his doesn’t deserve, he

doesn’t represent

us, He is unfit Sweden don’t support him.

- the butcher leader cannot be the leader of the world

- The leader of world must think twice before they give their vote to

Tewodros

https://youtu.be/SOjZNUmMedA

You can see me in most part of the video
Date: - September 29, 2017
Organized by: - ERA
Place: - Mynttorget
Activities - chanting
- Protesting the Ethiopian regime
- condemn the race clashes

Slogans: - -Stop killing innocent civilians
- we Ethiopians are one
- free all political prisoners
- Sweden stop support the dictator government of Ethiopia
Description: - this is the demonstration against the conspiracy of the racist regime of
Ethiopia. The recent disputes are part of the conspiracy of the regime to extend the
power. The people are one and lived together for thousands of years but the regime is
using race disputes t distract the public protest

https://youtu.be/SOjZNUmMedA
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My interview on the demonstration of 23:03:201


